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“I have a thought
that ... the
cockroach may
have painted
itself into a
corner”
Bill Robinson

William H. Robinson, PhD.
WHAT WERE THEY THINKING…
We know a lot about the German
cockroach—its history,
distribution genetics, biology,
behavior. We know more about
this insect than we do about any other
household or structural pest. It probably got its
start as a pest in south Asia in the 1600s. It
moved from makeshift food (spices) storage in shallow
caves in Malaysia, to dockside warehouses, and then on to
Dutch and Portuguese ships bound for Europe. It was a warehouse
and household pest in Europe by the 1700s—and got it name,
Blattella germanica in 1758 (the original specimens came from
Germany, thus germanica). It lives and thrives on the various foods
in our kitchens: sugars and other carbohydrates, and protein.
Naturally, when it came to designing (toxic) bait for this pest, the
ingredients included sugar because it acts as a feeding
stimulant—and it is something all animals need to survive. We
need it for energy. Glucose is broken down in the body and used to
fuel everything from cells, muscles, and organs.

Following several years of successful use of baits, there developed
the phenomenon called ‘bait aversion’. Some German cockroach
populations (those that had long exposure to bait) were avoiding
bait placements. After some head scratching and good science, it
was determined that individuals in these populations were put off
by the sugar in the bait—they were avoiding the glucose. So,
glucose was replaced by fructose (another sugar); that worked for
a while, but eventually avoidance developed to this sugar; so then
maltose (another sugar) was used as a replacement, and more
problems. The final solution seems to be to an increase the amount
of insecticide in the bait so that contact or eating less of it will
provide control. Fine, but there is a deeper question here: how
does any animal stop intake of the universal energy source and not
pay a penalty? What were they thinking?
If an animal shuns the most common and vital food group: sugars,
what does it do for energy? It can break down protein and get
some energy benefit, but that means it must spend more energy
finding more protein. I have a thought that, while we have been
battling this cockroach for a long time, it may have painted itself
into a corner. Maybe there is a way out…but science tells us that
you can’t go back, there are no genetic do-overs. Once aversion is
in the population, it stays there…until those cockroaches pay the
ultimate penalty and don’t do well. In the mean time, sanitation can
be a weapon in cockroach control…get the meat off the table.

New IPM tool saves an incredible
97% on chemical costs
Startling report questions spending up to 30 times more for chemical!
A recent survey of chemical costs for the professional
pest control industry revealed that PMP’s are paying
as much as $1.00 per oz for chemical in aerosol
cans. In these hard economic times, can
anyone afford to pay $128 for a gallon of
product to do routine route work?
Let’s face it, we’re using less chemical while doing a
better job of killing bugs. That’s a good thing. But is it
necessary to spend as much as $128 per gallon for the
privilege of using less? Aerosols undoubtedly are
convenient. They’re ready to use with a quick
installation of a crack & crevice straw.
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But that privilege hikes your chemical cost per oz
Brass & stainless
an astounding 30 times or more over the same
steel gun
dilution in your B&G sprayer! Many popular
products such as Demand CS cost less than a
penny per oz in dilution. Even high priced Phantom™
works out to just 5 cents per oz when mixed from concentrate into a B&G
sprayer.
Imagine the savings you could generate by combining the convenience and
small packaging of an aerosol with the low cost and flexibility of a B&G
compressed air sprayer.
Now you can! The new Accu-Spray Pro gives you the convenience of an
aerosol with the low operating cost you demand out of your B&G sprayer. And
you get something additional with the Accu-Spray Pro that is priceless - a
professional look that inspires confidence in your company. The Accu-Spray
Pro will never send a DIY message to your valuable customers.
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What users say about
the Accu-Spray Pro
“Economical...convenient
to carry, use for all my IPM
service. Keeps my hands
free to work. Almost like a
System III™ but better.”

Start saving up to 97% today. Call your distributor and order a new Accu-Spray
Pro. Test it with water only. Watch it flawlessly crack & crevice, spot treat, and
pin stream some of those hard to reach spots outside. Admire the newly
designed industrial strength holster.
Try it for 30 days. If you are not completely satisfied, simply return it to
your distributor for a complete refund.
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